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Abstract 
In many industrial applications, non-intrusive measurements of visually opaque processes are key to 

understanding, optimization, and future development. X-ray imaging systems are commonly used to probe 

such applications, providing, with the correct interpretation, a snapshot of the density distribution. For 

dynamic multiphase processes such as fluidized beds, solids-laden gas jets, industrial tailings processing, and 

cavitation, it is imperative that this snapshot image is taken on a very short timescale, in order to capture the 

required intricacies and details. In this article, we demonstrate the capabilities of our fast (50 ns pulse length) 

X-ray system, by testing it on different gas-solid fluidized beds consisting of sand and fluid catalytic cracking 

(FCC) solids at various fluidization velocities. Using this X-ray system, we demonstrate the impact of various 

internals including sheds (chevron baffles) and intrusive probes on the gas holdup. The sheds were observed 

to considerably disrupt the emulsion phase, while circular tubes (i.e. probes) had little effect, matching their 

desired functionalities. These results show that X-ray imaging is an essential tool for providing insights and 

furthering the research and development of challenging industrial applications. 
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I. Introduction 
Fluidized beds are well-established technologies that are widely used in process engineering. Their high 

contact area for reactions, efficient mixing, and superior heat and mass transfer characteristics make them 

ubiquitous in various industrial applications such as gasification, granulation, drying, combustion, etc. 

Despite having been well-established and studied over the past several decades, there remains a large 

demand for accurate and affordable measurement techniques to research the hydrodynamics of fluidized 

beds [1]. 

Numerous intrusive and nonintrusive measurement techniques have been used to study fluidized 

beds. Intrusive methods are generally less expensive and are easier to build and maintain [1]. Although 

nonintrusive optical techniques have been employed in a few studies [2], the majority of optical sensors are 

classified as intrusive because they must be in direct contact with the solids [3]–[6], often resulting in 

unavoidable flow disruptions. Recently, an extensive effort has been made towards understanding these 

effects in order to minimize the induced disturbance [7]–[11]. Optical techniques are usually effective when 

detecting voids or tracking species is the main goal. However, quantitative measurement of the local density 

is often inaccurate without precise calibration, which can be particularly difficult because of the differences 

in the optical properties of particles consisting of different materials and size distributions [12]. 

Nonintrusive methods include a number of techniques such as electrical capacitance tomography 

[13]–[16],  radioactive tracer measurement [17], and radiation attenuation methods that are employed to 

measure the density of the emulsion phase inside the bed. X-ray imaging has been used since the 1950s to 

study fluidized beds, and this has proven to be an effective and reliable tool for investigating these 

multiphase systems [18]–[21]. There are a wide variety of X-ray densitometers available commercially, 

including basic methods for average density measurement in which no local information can be obtained, or 

more sophisticated tomographic techniques that provide local density profiles within the measurement 

volume [1], [2], [22]–[30]. Although these techniques are relatively costly due to the equipment expenses 

and operational costs [2], [31], they provide detailed insight into various features of the flow hydrodynamics 

and are effective tools for fluidized bed density investigations, which can provide the results necessary for 

validation of available theories and numerical models [27], [32]–[35]. 

In this article, a digital X-ray system for the measurement of two-phase systems is presented. The 

measurement system was developed for the measurement of industrial multiphase systems including 

fluidized beds. To evaluate the utility of the imaging system, X-ray measurements of a 13 cm diameter 

fluidized-bed filled with different particles and under different fluidization conditions were performed. The 

resulting images were processed to generate voidage or density distribution maps. Using this X-ray system, 

the effects of different internal objects including a shed (chevron baffle) and cylinder on the hydrodynamics 

of the bed were investigated. The experimental results demonstrate the significant industrial and scientific 

value of X-ray imaging.  
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II. Methodology 

1. Fluidized Bed Column 
An acrylic fluidization column with a 13 cm diameter and a height of 112 cm was designed and constructed 

for fundamental fluidized bed research; see illustration in Figure 1 for an overview of this apparatus. The 

particles within the column are fluidized using gas injected through a windbox that is separated from the 

particles by a stainless steel mesh. The mesh size is selected based on the size distribution of the particles 

such that the particles are blocked from entering the wind-box during or after an experiment. Multiple ports 

are available on the column at different heights and angular positions to facilitate the connection of the 

instrumentation for a given experiment. 

To study the effect of sheds, an 8 mm thick shed with 38 mm long wings which spanned the entire 

column diameter was used. Sheds are frequently used in scrubbers and strippers to disrupt the flow and 

facilitate mixing. Additionally, to investigate the effect of cylindrical intrusive probes on the dynamics of the 

bed, an 18 mm diameter cylinder was inserted into the column both to the center and the entire diameter 

of the column. Such probes are generally assumed to have a minimal effect on the bed hydrodynamics. No 

additional probe or instrumentation is connected to the column in order to facilitate complete visualization 

of the flow dynamics by the X-ray imaging system. 

 

Figure 1 Schematic of the fluidized bed column. The drawing is not to scale. 
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2. X-ray System 
A pulsed X-ray imaging system was mounted onto a multi-axis traverse (see Appendix A for more details). 

The X-ray source and detector panel can move independently in two directions (vertical and horizontal) and 

the entire assembly can spin around the centre axis, providing effectively four degrees of freedom for the 

imaging system. This design allows significant freedom for choosing the optimal source-object-detector 

configuration in a given experiment. The imaging system, illustrated in Figure 2, is housed in a lead bunker 

and is designed to contain X-ray radiation within the standards of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission 

(CNSC). The bunker is raised to an elevation of 3.3 m and has an additional 5.5 m of headspace, which 

facilitates the testing of large experimental apparatus including fluidized beds. In these experiments, the 

horizontal source-detector distance was 1.2 m, and the horizontal source-object distance is 0.71 m. 

The X-ray source is a Golden Engineering® XR200, delivering 50 ns pulses in a cone-beam geometry 

with a fixed 150 kVp X-ray tube potential (see Appendix B for more details). The source can generate up to 

10 pulses per second and can be triggered externally. The detector is a 16-bit, flat-panel Konica Minolta® 

VisionDR iRay™ 1417CK with a Cesium-Iodide scintillator and provides a 34.3 cm by 41.9 cm imaging area 

comprised of 2304 by 2800 pixels, equivalent to 150 µm pixel spacing.  

This short X-ray pulse length is beneficial when measuring transient events, preventing artifacts 

including motion blur produced by the fast movement of objects in the images. To traverse a 150 µm pixel 

within the 50 ns pulse requires speeds over 3000 m/s adjacent to the detector, equivalent to Mach 8.7 in air 

at ambient conditions. Consequently, the X-ray system is capable of capturing sharp and clear images of fast 

processes with no motion blur, even at hypersonic air velocities.  

To capture longer exposure times and generate time-averaged results, two approaches can be 

considered. The time-averaged results can be obtained by averaging several single-pulse images, or multiple 

exposures on the same detector image can be used to create a time-averaged image. Due to the low 

recording speed of the detector, it is significantly quicker to take a multi-pulse image with the same overall 

detector exposure. However, as the intensity is a non-linear (Lambertian) function of the density, multi-pulse 

images cannot be converted to the true average density. In many cases, the typical difference between the 

true average density and that calculated from the multi-pulse image agree to within a few percent. 
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Figure 2 Schematic of the X-ray bunker and imaging system. The bunker is roughly 2.5 m by 2.5 m by 2.5 m. For the current set of 
experiments, the source-sample distance is set to be 0.71 m and the source-detector distance is 1.4 m. 

3. Calibration Procedure 
Each X-ray image recorded by the detector measures the intensity of the radiation that was transmitted 

through the sample in Figure 2. To convert these X-ray images from intensity into units of density, we use 

the following calibration procedure. 

Disregarding secondary scattering, the measured intensity from monochromatic radiation is 

attenuated according to Beer’s Law: 

I = I0e−μmρ 𝑥 + IB , (1) 

where IB is the intensity of the background radiation, I0 is the intensity of the emitted radiation from the 

source with no attenuation, and μm, ρ, and 𝑥 are the mass attenuation coefficient, density, and thickness of 

the material within the test section, respectively. By comparing two images, with and without the sample 

material, the X-ray image can be readily converted from intensity to a product of the material’s properties, 

μm and ρ, and thickness 𝑥.  

To isolate the thickness of solid material, 𝑥, through which the detected X-ray was transmitted, a 

calibration device, comprised of different thicknesses of acrylic was used. This calibration device is included 

in every test image containing the real material and can be used to convert the entire image into acrylic 

X-ray beam 
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thickness, 𝑥𝑎, by comparing the values of μmρ𝑥 with the known thickness values of the calibration device. 

For sample materials made from low atomic number elements, 𝑍, the attenuation coefficient of acrylic and 

the material are similar and so the true material thickness is approximately equal to 𝑥𝑎𝜌𝑎 𝜌⁄ , where 𝜌𝑎 is the 

acrylic density. In higher 𝑍 cases, the material’s attenuation coefficient, μm, is very different from that of 

acrylic and an additional image to convert from 𝑥𝑎 to 𝑥 is required. This can be accomplished by, for instance, 

imaging a ramp containing the material alongside the acrylic calibration device. Additionally, we observe that 

our X-ray system is not monochromatic and so beam hardening can contribute to measurement uncertainty. 

Having converted the detected intensity image into the amount of sample material passed through 

by the X-ray beam, the data can be further transformed into maps of bulk density, ρ𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘, or voidage, 𝜀 = 1 −

ρbulk/ρparticle, to describe the average behaviour within the test section. It is important to recollect that the 

recorded image is formed from the interaction of the X-ray with the material along the X-ray’s path, and 

therefore the produced density map does not represent a slice of the test section, but rather the average 

density of the material passed through by the X-ray beam. This can make interpretation more difficult, 

especially given that the X-rays are emitted in a cone and so do not pass through the test section as parallel 

beams. Nevertheless, these images yield valuable information about the observed processes. 

 

III. Results and Discussions 
Beds of packed sand or FCC were fluidized using compressed air, and their dynamics probed by taking fast X-

ray images which were post-processed to output voidage maps. These images capture the variation in 

voidage due to air velocity, bed material, and the effect of obstacles such as sheds and intrusive probes. By 

taking both single-pulse and multi-pulse images, instantaneous snapshots and time-averaged phenomena in 

the fluidized bed were recorded, thus providing valuable insight into the bed behaviour. 

1. Impact of Particle Type and Superficial Velocity 
Increasing the velocity of the injected air changes the fluidization regime of the bed (see Table 1 in Appendix 

C for more details). In these experiments, the investigated air velocity and particle type show packed bed, 

bubbling fluidization, and slugging fluidization behaviour. By averaging multi-pulse X-ray images, the average 

voidage of the sand bed at various fluidization velocities was calculated. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the voidage of the fluidized sand at different superficial velocities was 

measured using the X-ray system. The sand particle sample is a Geldart B group particle and has a minimum 

fluidization velocity of 0.057 m/s. This minimum fluidization velocity is calculated based on the models 

available in the literature  (Appendix C) and confirmed experimentally by measuring the hold-up pressure in 

the column. Group B beds exhibit low expansion coefficients and tend to form bubbles at the onset of 

fluidization [36]. As expected, this series shows the sand transitioning from a packed bed to bubbling, and 

slugging regimes with increasing fluidization velocity. Higher superficial velocity results in a smoother voidage 

gradient compared to a step function (slumped bed), to a more uniform distribution at a superficial velocity 

of 0.45 m/s can be clearly seen in Figure 5a. It must be mentioned that these multi-pulse images are 

equivalent to 75 single-pulse images and so do not have the temporal resolution to show any individual 

bubbles. 
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a) u = 0 m/s b) u = 0.05 m/s c) u = 0.09 m/s d) u = 0.22 m/s e) u = 0.45 m/s 

Figure 3 Average voidage of fluidized sand (300 µm) group-B particles at various fluidization velocities. The dashed line shows 
the approximate position of the grid. The pressure tap connection is outside the column. The colormap shows the voidage value. 

 In Figure 4, the average voidage of FCC at different fluidization velocities is shown. Similar to Figure 

3, these average voidage images were calculated from averaged multi-pulse X-ray images, equivalent to 125 

single-pulse images. Unlike sand, FCC is a Geldart group A particle and is expected to fluidize and expand 

significantly before transitioning into the bubbling fluidization regime. This FCC sample has a minimum 

fluidization velocity of 0.003 m/s and can be seen to move from a packed bed to the slugging regime when 

the air velocity is increased from zero to 0.45 m/s. 

 

     
a) u = 0 m/s b) u = 0.05 m/s c) u = 0.09 m/s d) u = 0.22 m/s e) u = 0.45 m/s 

Figure 4 Average voidage of fluidized FCC (85 µm) group-A particles at various fluidization velocities. The dashed line shows the 
approximate position of the grid. The pressure tapconnection is outside the column. The colormap shows the voidage value. 

Pressure tap 
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To be able to compare the particle distribution quantitatively, the voidage variation as a function of the 

height is illustrated in Figure 5. The different behaviour of the sand and FCC particles at identical superficial 

velocities is evident. 

 

  
a) Sand b) FCC 

Figure 5 The variation of the bed voidage as a function of the height for sand and FCC particles at different superficial velocities. 
The x-axis shows the height normalized with the packed bed height.  

To capture the instantaneous voidage within the fluidized beds, single-pulse X-ray images were 

taken. In Figure 6a, the voidage from four single-pulse X-ray images is shown next to the averaged voidage 

in Figure 6b for a superficial velocity of 0.09 m/s for sand. At this velocity, the fluidized bed is expected to be 

in the bubbling regime. At this velocity, bubbles can often be seen at the free surface of the bed in the single-

pulse images, in keeping with the multi-pulse image voidage profile which shows the averaged distribution 

of the sand over time. 

When the fluidization velocity is increased to 0.22 m/s for sand in Figure 7, the single-pulse images 

show larger bubbles (greater than column’s radius) both at the bed surface and within the bed itself, 

indicative of the emerging of the slugging regime. This chaotic motion and fine structure shown in the single-

pulse images is completely smoothed out in the averaged multi-pulse image in Figure 7b. By taking both fast, 

single-pulse images and averaged, multi-pulse images, a better understanding of the bed dynamics at both 

short and long time scales is attained. 

The large bubbles seen within the bed in Figure 7a for sand can be contrasted against Figure 8a when 

FCC particles were used with the same fluidization velocity and are in the same slugging fluidization regime. 

These single-pulse images show dynamic behaviour, where the FCC particles remain mostly in the lower half 

of the test section but bubbles can raise a significant number of the particles to double the packed bed height. 

Similarly, the multi-pulse image shown in Figure 8b, illustrates the time-averaged voidage distribution in the 

bed. 

These voidage maps, taken as single-pulse snapshots and as multi-pulse time averages for both sand 

and FCC at these different air velocities behave as expected for their calculated fluidization regime. The 

intricate single-pulse images illustrate the unpredictable and chaotic nature of these fluidized beds, while 
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the averaged images are useful for determining the average bed behaviour. Having conducted these baseline 

tests, the X-ray imaging system can now be confidently used to evaluate the flow conditions of more 

challenging experiments, namely when the internals are introduced into the fluidized bed. 

  

     
a) Single-pulse b) Averaged 

Figure 6 Voidage of fluidized sand (300µm) group-B particles at fluidization velocity u = 0.09 m/s. The averaged image is 
effectively measured over 75 pulses. The dashed line shows the approximate position of the grid. The pressure tap connection is 

outside the column. The colormap shows the voidage value. 

 

     
a) Single-pulse b) Averaged 

Figure 7 Voidage of fluidized sand (300µm) group-B particles at fluidization velocity u = 0.22 m/s. The averaged image is 
effectively measured over 75 pulses. The dashed line shows the approximate position of the grid. The pressure tap connection is 

outside the column. The colormap shows the voidage value. 
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a) Single-pulse b) Averaged 

Figure 8 Voidage of fluidized FCC (85 µm) group-A particles at fluidization velocity u = 0.22 m/s. The averaged image is effectively 
measured over 125 pulses. The dashed line shows the approximate position of the grid. The pressure tap connection is outside 

the column. The colormap shows the voidage value. 

 

2. Impact of internal obstacles on the bed dynamics 
Sheds are commonly used in fluidized beds to disturb the flow and increase mixing [37]. It must be noted 

that to study the impact of these internals, the slumped bed height was increased to 290 mm. The voidage 

of sand fluidized at 0.35 m/s in the presence of a shed is shown in Figure 9. The fluidized bed was rotated by 

90°.  The single-pulse images in Figure 9a are chaotic and show that the flow around the baffle is highly 

disturbed giving erratic local changes in voidage. In the averaged image, shown in Figure 9b, the area directly 

below the shed has considerably fewer particles (higher voidage) compared with the rest of the column, 

indicating that air is trapped beneath the shed. As expected, these images indicate that the shed has a 

significant effect on the dynamics of the flow. 
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a) Single pulse b) Averaged 

Figure 9 Voidage of fluidized sand particles at fluidization velocity u = 0.35 m/s with presence of a shed. The averaged image is 
effectively measured over 125 pulses. The slumped bed height of the column is 290 cm. The colormap shows the voidage value. 

 

Cylindrical probes are commonly inserted into fluidized beds to characterize the bed behaviour. 

Often, the probe itself takes up a significant portion of the column cross-sectional area, and so is expected 

to alter the flow and performance of the fluidized bed under investigation. As shown in Figure 10, single-

pulse and averaged multi-pulse voidage maps of sand, fluidized at a velocity 0.35 m/s are measured with the 

presence of an 18 mm cylindrical obstacle. In this case, the cylindrical obstacle is inserted to the depth equal 

to the diameter of the column. Figure 11 shows the result of the measurement for another experiment under 

the identical condition where the obstacle is only inserted to the center of the fluidized column. 

The single-pulse images show no significant changes in voidage associated with the probe. The 

variation in voidage within these single-pulse images is due to the presence of fast-moving bubbles 

associated with the slugging regime. In Figure 10, both in the single-pulse and averaged multi-pulse images, 

directly underneath the probe tip there are slightly fewer particles (higher voidage), indicating that the probe 

marginally interrupts the adjacent flow. This behaviour is only visible when integrated along the entirety of 

the probe’s length in Figure 10, implying that this disturbance to the flow is small. The apparent increase in 

particle number directly above the probe (lower voidage) in Figure 10 is an artifact from a metal fitting that 

mounts the probe. In all these images, and most clearly in the averaged multi-pulse image, the dynamics of 

the fluidized bed appear largely unaffected by the probe’s presence. These results are encouraging in that 

they show an intrusive probe has a negligible effect on the bed hydrodynamics in the range of conditions 

studied here. 

Pressure tap 

Shed 
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a) Single pulse b) Averaged 

Figure 10 Voidage of fluidized sand particles at fluidization velocity u = 0.35 m/s with presence of a cylindrical obstacle. The 
averaged image is effectively measured over 125 pulses. The height of the cylinder is equal to the diameter of the column. The 

probe position is coloured in gray for clarity. The slumped bed height of the column is 290 cm. The colormap shows the voidage 
value. 

 

 

     
a) Single pulse b) Averaged 

Figure 11 Voidage of fluidized sand particles at fluidization velocity u = 0.35 m/s with presence of a short cylindrical obstacle. 
The averaged image is effectively measured over 125 pulses. The height of the cylinder is equal to the diameter of the column. 

The probe position is coloured in gray for clarity. The slumped bed height of the column is 290 cm. The colormap shows the 
voidage value. 

Probe 

Probe 
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IV. Conclusions 
Using a fast X-ray imaging system, we were able to produce voidage maps showing the instantaneous and 

time-averaged behaviour of two different fluidized solids in a 13 cm column. This diagnostic can non-

intrusively probe the movement of solids within the bed, or other applications, informing on the internal 

dynamics of industrial processes. By benchmarking our system against two particle types (sand and FCC) at 

a variety of velocities covering several fluidization regimes, we were able to confirm that our X-ray and 

fluidized bed systems were behaving as expected, giving us the confidence to use these systems in more 

challenging environments. We used this knowledge to investigate the effect of bed internals on the fluidized 

hydrodynamics, specifically on the instantaneous and time-averaged voidage profiles. The first internal, a 

shed, was observed to disrupt the flow, trapping air beneath its tent-like shape. The second internal, a 

cylinder, was designed to mimic a measurement probe and was observed to minimally alter the flow adjacent 

to the obstacle and to leave the global flow unaltered. Both of these findings are the desired outcomes for 

each internal design and were easily demonstrated using this X-ray imaging system.  
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Appendix 

A. X-Ray Traverse 
The X-ray traverse system is shown in Figure 12. The source and detector panel are both mounted to a 

common slewing (swivel) frame. Both the source and the detector panel can be independently moved radially 

and vertically on this frame. They are fixed to move axially together (slewing rotation). The frame includes 

integral measuring marks so that the operator can record the exact positions of the source and detector. 

The source can traverse radially over approximately 53 cm from the center axis and can traverse 

vertically over approximately 66 cm. The detector can travel radially from approximately 38 cm to 91 cm 

from the center axis and can travel a vertical range of 71 cm. The entire slewing frame can rotate from 0° to 

360°.  

 

Figure 12 X-ray system drawing and traverse geometry. 
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B. X-ray Source Properties 
This source does not produce X-rays using high-voltage tanks and a controlled current; instead, a high-voltage 

transient is produced across the X-ray tube from a spark jumping internally at a specified voltage. This 

technology enables ultra-fast exposure times for each pulse, allowing clear process images with no motion 

blur to be readily obtained. However, this technology does not allow either the X-ray current or voltage to 

be altered, there can be significant variation between pulses. To mitigate this variation, we apply a strict 

procedure using a well-described calibration staircase for every single shot.  

The nominal specifications of our X-ray source are: 

• 50 ns pulse time; 

• 150 kVp X-ray tube potential; 

• 2.6 mR/pulse dose rate (we observed about half this rate; converted to SI units the nominal rate is 

2.1 μSv/pulse at 1 m but we recorded 1 - 1.3 μSv/pulse at 1 m with our survey meter); 

• 10 pulses per second max pulse rate; 

• 3 mm spot size; 

• 200 pulses / 4 minutes max duty cycle. 

C. Experimental fluidization regimes 
Table 1 shows a summary of the fluidized bed parameters as mentioned in reference [36]. 

Table 1 Relevant parameters for characterizing air fluidized beds of sand and FCC. Here, g=9.81 m/s2 is the gravitational 
acceleration, D=0.12 m is the column diameter, 𝝁𝒈=1.81 × 10-5 kg/(ms) is the gas viscosity, 𝝆𝒈=1.225 kg/m3 is the gas density.  

Parameter Sand FCC Formula [36] 

Particle diameter, 𝒅𝒑 [µm] 300 85 - 

Bulk density, 𝝆 [kg/m3] 1600 940 - 

Archimedes Number, Ar 1580 21.1 𝑔 𝑑𝑝
3𝜌𝑔

𝜌 −  𝜌𝑔

𝜇𝑔
2

 

Minimum fluidization velocity, 𝑼𝒎𝒇 [m/s] 0.057 0.003 

𝜇𝑔

𝜌𝑔𝑑𝑝
(√27.22 + 0.0408 𝐴𝑟

− 27.2) 

Minimum bubbling velocity, 𝑼𝒎𝒃 [m/s] 0.030*  0.008 33 𝑑𝑝 (
𝜌𝑔

𝜇𝑔
)

0.1

 

Minimum slugging velocity, 𝑼𝒎𝒔 [m/s] 0.133 0.079 𝑈𝑚𝑓 + 0.07 √𝑔𝐷 

Minimum turbulent velocity, 𝑼𝑪 [m/s] 1.68 0.851 

𝜇𝑔

𝜌𝑔𝑑𝑝
1.24 𝐴𝑟0.45 

(2 < 𝐴𝑟 < 108) 

Minimum fast fluidization velocity, 𝑼𝒔𝒆 

[m/s] 
3.00 1.223 

𝜇𝑔

𝜌𝑔𝑑𝑝
1.53 𝐴𝑟0.5 

(2 < 𝐴𝑟 < 4 × 106) 

*Note that because for sand 𝑈𝑚𝑏  < 𝑈𝑚𝑓  the minimum bubbling velocity is equivalent to the minimum fluidization velocity. 


